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Veteran Sergeant Centurius 
The Legion of the damned do not appear to have any formal chapter 
organisation, although one figure has been witnessed to issues directions 
to other units. This figure carries a studded skull and appears to have a 
body guard. Veteran Sergeant Centurius is believed to be highest ranking 
Veteran Sergeant within the Legion of the Damned. He carries an artefact 
that bears striking resemblance to the Animus Malorum. The Animus 
Malorum was a studded skull carried into battle by Chapter Master Stibor 
Lazaerek of the Fire Hawks Chapter. It appears to be able to suck the life 
out of the emperors enemies. Some quote this artefact as evidence that 
the Legion of the Damned is  all that is left of the Fire Hawks Chapter, 
some speculate that the  Centurius found the artefact in the warp, other 
believe he came across it by far more sinister means.

Animus Malotum
The Animus Malotum is believed to be the skull of a Space Marine hero.  
Eye witness account report it sucking the life force from men to
restore the legion's dead warriors. Many believe it is tainted by Chaos
Once per turn Sargeant Centurius can use the Malotum as if making a 
physic shooting attack, in place of making a normal shooting attack. 
This psychic attack automatically hits a single unit within 12” as chosen by 
the controlling player. Only units with a toughness can be hit with this attack. Units with amour values are immune to 
it's effects. The Target unit is subject to D3, Strength 3, AP2 hits. For every wound lost by the target unit a dead 
member of the legion squad can be resurrected or Centurius can choose to restore one of his own wounds. The squad 
can never go beyond it's original size and Centurius can not have more the number of wounds in his profile.
If Centurius is reduced to zero wounds he will immediately disappear along with the Malotum, in some cases his 
opponents have been witnessed to disappear with him. If Centurius is slain in close combat  Both players roll a D6, if 
the player controlling Centurius rolls equal or higher that his opponent, a randomly selected enemy unit in base to 
base contact with Centurius is also removed. 

VETEREN SERGEANT ATTICA CENTURIUS................................................ +115 points 

Veteran Sergeant Centurius can be chosen an upgrade for a legion of the Damned Squad Sergeant.
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Unit Type
• Infantry

Wargear

• Bolt Pistol
• Frag and Kack 

Grenades
• Chainsword
• Animus Malotum

Special Rules
• Fearless
• Unyielding Spectres
• Aid Unlooked For
• Slow and Purposeful

Options – These replace the options in Codex Space Marines

Centurius may exchange his bolt pistol or chainsword for 
– a combi-melta, -flamer or plasma, or storm 

bolter..........................................................+10 pts
– a plasma pistol or power weapon …..........+15 pts
– a power fist ...............................................+25 pts

Instead of leading a standard Legion of the damned squad 
Centurius may lead a body guard consisting of five Legionnaires. 
Any legionnaire may exchange his bolt gun for

– a chainsword...................................................free
– a plasma pistol or power weapon...............+15 pts

One Legionnaire can replace his chainsword with 
– a flamer, melta gun, or plasma gun ...............free

Sources
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